All positions are full-time, paid (check out our listings for hourly rates/ranges!) and based in either Sacramento, Salida or Turlock.

These are project-based internships! You’re joining BDG to conduct meaningful work in addition to furthering your professional development while leaving a lasting impact on the business.

Runs ~12 weeks, candidates must be available from June-August (at a minimum)

Position requirements vary, but seeking active students pursuing a bachelor’s degree (in some cases, MBA degree) in a related/relevant field.

Positions have the potential to extend, or be offered a permanent, full-time role.

LOTS of almonds, and lots of opportunities to learn about other areas of the business, visit/tour all three of our plants, come together as an intern class for a ton of activities, and see where it all starts on an orchard tour.

Apply HERE: https://lnkd.in/g8zqjt6R